Specific Measures by Viet Nam
Governing the Importation and Exportation of Goods

(a) Measures of Viet Nam governing the importation of the following goods:

Description

Right-hand steering vehicles (including their components and those modified to left-hand drive ones prior to importation into Viet Nam), except for specialized right-hand steering vehicles operating in small areas such as cranes, trench and canal digging machines, garbage trucks, road sweepers, road construction trucks, airport passenger transportation buses, fork-lifts used at warehouses and ports.

Used consumer goods, comprising:

- textiles and clothes; footwear;
Limited

- electronic goods (including printers, fax machines, laptops of more than 3 years since the date of manufacture, disk drivers);

- refrigerating equipment and products;

- household electric goods;

- medical apparatus;

- furniture;

- household goods made from porcelain, clay, glass, metal, resin, rubber, plastic, and other materials.

Used vehicles and spare parts, including:

- used motor-vehicles of more than 5 years since the date of manufacture;

- used machines, structures, inner tires, tires, accessories, motors of automobiles, tractors, 2-wheel and 3-wheel motorbikes;


- internal combustion engines and machines with internal combustion engines having capacity below 30 CV; and

- bicycles, 2-wheel and 3-wheel vehicles.

Asbestos products and materials under amphibole group.

All types of specialized coding machines and cipher software programs used in the sector of protection of state secrets.

(b) Measures of Viet Nam governing the exportation of the following goods:

**Description**

Round timber and sawn timber produced from domestic natural forests; wooden products (except handicrafts; those produced from cultivated forest's wood, from imported wood and from artificial pallet).

All types of specialized coding machines and cipher software programs used in the sector of protection of state secrets.